background of 5s, synesthetes were significantly more ors associated with specific number or letter characaccurate than control subjects in identifying the target ters. To determine the neural locus of this condition, shapes created by the 2s. Second, synesthetic experiwe compared behavioral and fMRI responses in six ence appears to aid performance in a crowding task grapheme-color synesthetes to control subjects. In (Ramachandran and Hubbard, 2001b). Numbers or letour behavioral experiments, we found that a subject's ters presented in the periphery are difficult to identify synesthetic experience can aid in texture segregation when surrounded by other, flanking graphemes, an ef-(experiment 1) and reduce the effects of crowding (exfect known as crowding. In nonsynesthetic observers, periment 2). For synesthetes, graphemes produced the crowding effect is attenuated by presenting the larger fMRI responses in color-selective area human target graphemes in a different color than the flanking V4 than for control subjects (experiment 3). Imporgraphemes (Kooi et al., 1994). When we presented tantly, we found a correlation within subjects between crowded graphemes that elicited different colors to the behavioral and fMRI results; subjects with better synesthetic subjects, they were significantly better at performance on the behavioral experiments showed identifying the target grapheme than controls. These larger fMRI responses in early retinotopic visual results suggest that synesthetic colors, like real colors, areas (V1, V2, V3, and hV4). These results suggest reduce the magnitude of the crowding effect (see exthat grapheme-color synesthesia is the result of crossperiment 2 below), and further suggest that synesthetic activation between grapheme-selective and colorcolors may be evoked at an early stage of perceptual selective brain areas. The correlation between the processing. behavioral and fMRI results suggests that graphemeOther groups have reported similar results suggestcolor synesthetes may constitute a heterogeneous ing that synesthetic colors are evoked early in visual group. 
compared the performance of each individual synesthete against the performance of his or her respective control group, using a series of independent, one-sample, two-tailed t tests (see Figure 1 ). These tests show that five of the six synesthetes (with the exception of EAB) performed better than their respective control populations when viewing the black and white displays (all ts > 3.5, df = 20, p < 0.005). However, each of the synesthetes performed worse than their respective control population when nonsynesthetes were presented with colored displays (all ts > 7, df = 20, p < 0.001). Overall, these results suggest that synesthetic colors were able to improve performance on the embedded figures task, consistent with previous literature (Palmeri et 
In experiment 2, we took advantage of the crowding effect to determine if synesthetic colors aid in the identification of crowded graphemes, similarly to nonsynesthetic colors (Kooi et al., 1994). Under normal viewing Gelade 1980), although it does not seem to measure exactly the same preattentive process as pop-out in
conditions, a single grapheme presented in the visual periphery is relatively easy to identify (provided it is visual search (Wolfe, 1992) .
Data from the six synesthetes and their respective scaled for eccentricity). However, identification is much more difficult if that same grapheme is presented with control subjects are presented in Figure 1 . White bars indicate control subjects viewing black graphemes on additional graphemes surrounding it (Bouma, 1970; He et al., 1996) . When crowded graphemes are presented a white background, medium gray bars indicate synesthetes (black graphemes on white background), and with the target in a different color from the flankers, identification performance improves (Kooi et al., 1994). dark gray bars indicate control subjects viewing colored graphemes. An overall ANOVA yielded a signifiWe tested whether synesthetic colors might also lead to improvements in identification of crowded graphcant main effect of group (synesthete versus controls) (F (1,124) = 7.41, p < 0.01), with synesthetes performing emes in the visual periphery. Because it is thought that crowding may result from limitations in later stages of significantly better (74.00% ± 9.11%, mean ± SD) than controls (56.29% ± 15.76%). Control subjects preprocessing, such as attentional limitations (Intriligator and Cavanagh, 2001; He et al., 1996) , these results sented with colored displays (93.92% ± 5.67%) also performed significantly better than control subjects would suggest that synesthesia may arise prior to attention. We have described preliminary results from this who had been presented with the black and white displays (F (1,238) = 605.51, p < 0.0001). However, synesexperiment previously (Ramachandran and Hubbard, 2001b ). thetes performed significantly worse than control subjects presented with colored displays (F (1,124) = 66.24, Data from the six synesthetes and their respective control subjects are presented in Figure 2 . White bars p < 0.0001), suggesting that synesthetic experiences were not as effective as real colors in improving perforindicate control subjects viewing black graphemes on a white background, medium gray bars indicate synesmance.
Because different graphemes were used for each thetes, and dark gray bars indicate control subjects viewing colored graphemes. An overall ANOVA resynesthete, there is the possibility of differences in performance between groups of controls. We tested this vealed no main effect of group (synesthete versus controls) (F (1,79) = 1.69, p > 0.15), with synesthetes performwith an overall ANOVA (F (6,113) = 3.39, p < 0.01). A Tukey HSD post hoc test showed that the group difference ing slightly better (61.58% ± 10.18%) than controls (54.80% ± 12.42%). It is possible that this lack of signifiwas driven by the control group for EAB performing better than other control groups. However, the prescance was due to significant differences in performance of the different control groups (F (6,65) = 5.58, p < ence of this group difference in control performance will only serve to increase the within-group variability of the 0.0001). Tukey HSD post hoc tests showed that the control population for synesthete DAC performed controls and therefore make it more difficult to detect a between-groups difference between synesthetes and worse than the controls for both AAD and EAB, while the control group of EAB performed better than the controls.
In order to examine our results in more detail, we control groups for CHP, DAC, and DW. Overall, these mean (54.80% with, versus 54.21% without) but nearly doubled the between-groups variability (7.84% with, 3), suggesting that the two tasks may be assessing the versus 3.74% without).
same underlying psychological process in these synesTo determine whether these differences in control thetes. Because correlations with small sample sizes subject performance masked differences between tend to be overestimates, and this is only a trend, this synesthetes and controls, we compared the perforcorrelation should be treated with caution. However, mance of each synesthete against their respective conthe data from the crowding task suggest a separation trol groups. Individual subject comparisons revealed of synesthetes into two groups: those that perform sigthat three of synesthetes (JAC, t(12) = 5.04, p < 0.001; nificantly better than nonsynesthetes, and those that DAC, t(12) = 4.97, p < 0.001; and AAD, t(12) = 3.56, p < do not. While the data from the embedded figures task suggest a more continuous gradient of performance 0.01) performed better than controls on this task. How-(and perhaps underlying experience), it should be ever, the other three synesthetes showed no perforstressed that those that perform well on one task also mance difference (EAB, t(12) = −0.05, ns; CHP, t(12) = perform well on the other, a topic we will return to in −1.33, ns; and DW, t(12) = 1.34, ns).
the Discussion. An analysis of the crowding data showed that control One concern is that these two tasks may indeed be subjects presented with colored displays performed tapping into a common process, but that it may have significantly better than control subjects presented with nothing to do with synesthesia. Perhaps those who black and white displays (F (1,142) ply showing more activation overall. Crucially, we also find no difference in activation in the grapheme ROI begood, with nonsynesthetes (99.37% ± 0.91%) performing slightly better than synesthetes (98.76% ± 1.30%).
tween synesthetes and control subjects. We also find that the magnitude of the BOLD signal Although this difference is significant (F (1,142) = 10.59, p < 0.01), this is probably due to a ceiling effect, which correlates with behavioral performance for the crowding task only in hV4 (r = 0.66, p < 0.05, see Figure 6 ), led to extremely low variability for both groups. Furthermore, this difference is opposite to that observed in the but not in the grapheme area (r = 0.17) or in area V3A (r = 0.01). In early retinotopic areas, there is a trend fMRI data (see below), arguing against the possibility that the observed differences in BOLD activation are a result of these differences in behavioral performance. No differences were observed between letters (99.06% ± 1.17%), numbers (99.34% ± 1.40%), and nonlinguistic stimuli (98.81% ± 0.78%) or between italic (99.11% ± 1.08%) and nonitalic (99.03% ± 1.23%) stimuli, arguing that the activations observed below are not due to differences in task difficulty or attention. No interactions between group, font, or symbol type were observed, further arguing against the possibility of modulations of attention or task difficulty, although task difficulty was too low to completely rule this out. Grapheme Scans: Imaging Results Inflated brains for one representative control subject and one synesthete are presented in Figure 4 . Area hV4 is indicated in purple, and the grapheme ROI is indi- Average projected amplitude for all six synesthetes toward subjects who show better behavioral perforternated between either alphabetic or numeric graphemes, and nonlinguistic symbols. While our use of a mance showing greater activation (V1, r = 0.43; V2, r = 0.43; and V3, r = 0.50), with the magnitude of this correbehavioral task in the scanner minimizes the possibility of large attentional differences, task difficulty was low lation increasing with increasing level along the visual hierarchy.
enough that there may have been small differences in attention or task difficulty. Therefore, all three paramFinally, we observed activity in the parietal lobe (especially in the region of the intraparietal sulcus). Visual eters may have varied in our study, any of which could have caused the observed parietal activation. inspection of the data does not indicate clear differences in the magnitude of the activation between Color Scans BOLD signal from the average of seven color scans synesthetes and nonsynesthetes, suggesting that this difference may be due to processes that were common (red-teal gratings alternating with black-white gratings) for synesthetes and controls is shown in Figure 7 . Conbetween control subjects and synesthetes, as opposed to synesthetic experiences per se. We feel it is prematrol subjects are indicated by white bars and synesthetes by gray bars. As can be seen here, area hV4 was ture to make strong claims about the significance of these activations, since this region of the parietal has strongly activated by colors in both synesthetes and controls, while early visual areas were less activated, been variously implicated in orthography-to-phoneme conversion (e. One concern is that our neuroimaging results reflect attentional modulation, rather than color-selective effects, since stimuli were easily discriminable, and some Discussion attentional resources may have been available to paying attention to synesthetic color percepts. This was a Although synesthesia has been known for centuries design decision made early in this study. In general, (e.g., Galton, 1883), early research on the phenomenon paradigms seeking to control attention (e.g., Saenz et often proceeded simply by classifying the experiences al., 2002) vary the stimulus intensity (e.g., color saturaof synesthetes. With the rise of behavioristic approaches tion) for each subject to obtain 80% correct perforin psychology, the purely introspective, subjective remance. This type of manipulation allows careful control ports of synesthetes were ignored by mainstream of attention and permits the use of within-subjects, bepsychology. However, with increased interest in contween-conditions comparisons, but would confound sciousness and its neural basis (see, e.g., Crick, 1994; the between-subjects comparisons we wanted to make Crick and Koch, 1998; Churchland, 2002), the study of here. That is, we could have gained greater control of synesthesia has once again become scientifically rethe subject's attentional state only at the cost of bespectable (for discussion of the philosophical implicatween-subjects stimulus differences, which themselves tions of synesthesia, see Gray would predict that grapheme areas should be more or when viewing graphemes (current study). strongly modulated if our results were due to attention. In this study, we tested the perceptual reality of synAdditionally, while numerous studies have shown inesthetic colors using a combination of behavioral and creased responses in the ventral visual pathway when neuroimaging techniques. Our results suggest that not subjects attend to external colors (e.g., Barrett et al., only do synesthetic colors lead to improved behavioral 2001; Corbetta et al., 1990), top-down processes such performance in a manner similar to real colors, but they as mental imagery fail to induce similar modulations in also activate color-selective regions of cortex in a manthe absence of a physical stimulus (Howard et al., ner similar to real colors. Because this study uses both 1998). Since there was no colored stimulus in our psychophysical and neuroimaging measures in the grapheme scans, it seems unlikely that our hV4 activasame subjects in the study of synesthesia, we are able tion is due to these top-down processes. Similarly, to examine specific aspects of synesthetic experience Nunn et al. (2002) examined the possibility that the difthat previous studies have not been able to address. At ference in V4v/V8 activation in their synesthetes and a group level, we find that two independent metrics of control subjects was due to word-color associations. synesthetic colors, psychophysical metrics, as meaHowever, even with extensive training, their control sured through behavioral performance improvements, subjects failed to show activation of V4v/V8, further arand neural metrics, measured through the level of fMRI guing against the possibility that differences between responses in color-selective hV4, both support the synesthetes and controls is due to top-down influclaim that synesthetic colors are evoked at a percepences. tual stage of processing. Second, the strong correlation In addition to finding an overall group difference between synesthetes and controls, we also find that on an individual subject basis suggests that it is the across subjects, improved psychophysical perforcase studies in synesthesia is also of concern because mance is positively correlated with fMRI responses in the results obtained with one synesthete may not genretinotopic visual areas, with the magnitude of the coreralize to other synesthetes. Future studies of synesrelation becoming stronger at higher levels of the cortithesia will need to take into consideration this varical hierarchy. This correlation may arise for two difability. ferent reasons. First, it is possible that these two different metrics tap into common underlying differ- come from a homogenous population. The use of single Subjects were instructed at the beginning of each block which ring stimuli and marked the reversals in the direction of movement of the induced wavefronts of activity. Based on previous literature, grapheme would compose the embedded figure (i.e., their search target) and were told to indicate the shape formed by this target we define the human homolog of macaque V4 as hV4, which consists of a full 180°representation of the contralateral hemifield (see letter (square, diamond, rectangle, or triangle) by pressing the appropriate key on the keyboard (s, d, r, or t) using their left hand.
Experimental
the Supplemental Data available with this article online). The locations of the boundaries can be measured across repeated experiThey were also shown a sample display, but were not provided with practice trials. Prior to each trial, a warning cross was presented, ments to an error of 2-4 mm of cortex (Engel et al., 1997). fMRI data from subsequent scanning sessions were then regisalthough subjects were not required to fixate throughout the trial.
For each of the six synesthetes, 20 control subjects were tested tered with the subject's high-resolution anatomical images using a least-squares fitting procedure, which determines the optimal rotaon the same task to determine baseline performance and to assess potential differences in task difficulty. An additional 20 control subtion and translation matrices. This registration, when combined with the map from the gray matter to the flattened representation, jects per synesthete were tested to assess the magnitude of the perceptual enhancement expected as a result of the synesthetic provided a mapping between a session's fMRI data and the flattened map. This map is one-to-one so that a subject's visual areas, colors. We presented displays identical to those used in the black and white condition, except that now each grapheme was predefined in the flattened representation, can be projected into the in-plane images from a given scanning session. Thus, fMRI data sented in the color selected by each synesthete as the best match to his or her experience.
from pixels that define a region of interest, such as area V1, can be easily manipulated. We used these predefined regions as our ROIs for each individual subject for all subsequent scans.
Experiment 2: Crowding Task
Defining Grapheme-Selective Areas In order to assess the magnitude of crowding, subjects were preIn two subsequent scanning sessions, we localized and measured sented with a cross composed of five graphemes. Graphemes were responses in grapheme-responsive regions for both control and chosen so that they elicited red, green, yellow, or blue color experisynesthetic subjects using methods similar to those used by Pesences in each of our synesthetes. Crosses were composed of one enti et al. (2000). The first session was used to define the graphcentral target grapheme and four flanking graphemes (above, beeme-selective regions, while the second was used to measure relow, and on both sides of the target grapheme). On any given trial, sponses. fMRI responses to graphemes and nongraphemic stimuli all four flanking graphemes were identical, but because we used a were measured using a standard block-design paradigm. Stimuli complete 4 × 4 factorial design, the identity of the flankers provided were 2.15°tall white ( shown in italic font via button press. All subjects ran in at least Subjects identified the grapheme at the center of the cross by four practice blocks on the behavioral task prior to scanning. fMRI making a four-alternative forced-choice response via key press on responses in phase with the presentation of graphemic stimuli were the computer keyboard and were not given feedback. Each subject shown on flattened representations of each subject's occipital participated in 8 blocks of 32 trials each (16 stimulus combinations lobe. We defined the grapheme areas as regions that showed a on both sides of fixation) for a total of 256 trials. No practice trials significantly positive response to graphemes, but which lie outside were provided. Since different graphemes were used for each of the boundaries of classical retinotopically organized visual areas. our synesthetes, we tested a separate group of 12 unselected Measuring Color Responses undergraduate subjects for each of the six synesthetes. All other In a fourth scanning session, we identified brain regions that reaspects of this experiment (monitor, viewing distance, etc) were spond to color modulations using methods and stimuli similar to identical to those in experiment 1. 
